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introduction



how it all started

innovators in chemical 
etching since 1970
From humble beginnings in a home kitchen, Tecan’s pioneering 
photo chemical machining (etching) processes were developed in 
response to the growing demand for fine-featured, flat profile 
precision metal parts.



UK based

Tecan operates from a 
purpose- built site in 
Weymouth, Dorset 
UK serving customers 
across the globe.

We were founded as an off-shoot from the manufacture of printed 
circuit boards supplying the naval fleet based on the South Coast of 
the UK and began a rich history which has spanned more than 50 
years.



company key facts

multiple etching lines 10M 
components 

manufactured 
each year

2K+ different components
manufactured

per year

innovating since 
1970

20 different 
plating finishes

decades of 
combined R&D 

experience

responsive and 
trusted 1K+ global 

customers

on-site metal 
finishing facility



the Muon Group
world leader in micro-precision

Veco B.V.
Centre of excellence 
Electroforming
The Netherlands

Tecan Ltd.
Centre of excellence
Chemical Etching
UK

Reith Laser B.V.
Centre of excellence
Laser Material 
Processing
The Netherlands

Atul Sugar Screens 
Pvt. Ltd.
Centre of excellence
Sales office sugar 
screens
India

LouwersHanique B.V.
Centre of excellence
Glass and Ceramics
The Netherlands



empowering the next industry breakthrough

Aerospace & Defence Communications Food & Beverage ElectronicsAutomotive

markets we drive innovation for on a daily basis

Industrial Automation Medical & 
Pharmaceutical

Optical SustainabilityIndustrial Printing



Committed

We will make it happen

brand values
our DNA: what guides our identity and behaviour

Creative

We always find solutions

Reliable

Performance guaranteed

Pioneering

We will try new ways



Began as a scientist: undergraduate to PhD
Converted to business:
• Co-founded two tech-start ups out of UK University
• Winner of Royal Academy of Engineering & ERA 

Foundation: Entrepreneurial Award
• Joined Tecan as an Area Sales Manager in July

Engaged in businesses that thrived on Design-Led
products previously:
• Alcohol industry 
• Consumer electronics, especially smartphones
• Fragrances

a little about me…
Dr Matthew Murray, PhD



Being Market-Led
Motivated or driven by the needs of the market, 
identified through research and knowledge

Being Design-Led
Motivated or driven by design considerations, 
particularly through aesthetic aspirations

what does design-led mean?
Follow the Prestige

Purely Functional

Purely Fashionable

Mixed

Market Led

Design-Led



2007

what is it to be design-led?
Aspire to lead

you are the 

artist
& 

and the 

engineer
2021

A design-led approach can inspire 
an industry, defining the product 
for generations.  

This is done through looking 
deeper than making the product fit 
to customer needs, and instead 
fulfilling customer desires.



what impact can design-led approaches have?
Case study: The Gin Industry

The Gin industry recently entered a renaissance –
Ginnaissance - started from one simple design-led move:

Make the bottle desirable.

2013 2019

Bottles 33 million 83 million

Sales £746m £2.6b

Distilleries 152 441

Source: https://www.beveragedaily.com/Article/2020/06/10/Record-
sales-for-UK-gin-in-2019

* Intellectual and industrial property rights acknowledged



chemical etching process
Precision engineering as standard

From concept to CAD… to development… and production at scale…

Co-development and prototyping at our core



chemically etched parts
High quality finish with negligible tool changing

Etch right through to form 
shape, or part way to give 
texture and depth.

Tags allow for easy ‘shakeout’ part 
release from main body.

Edge profile remains burr 
free, with smooth finish 

Material left with no 
stresses imparted by 
process



edge profiles for specialist requirements
Where the edge matters

Double sided Etching
Engraving effect

Single sided Etching
All the way through

Concave Profile
Achieves a straighter edge

2/3 Etching
To achieve multiple depths, 
more sophisticated parts



a great design comes from great options
Wide broad palette of metals and colours

Gold Plated Silver Plated

High shine finish

Matte finish

Anodised to any
colour and to a 
precise finish of your 
choosing

Plate parts with a 
wide range of 

options and 
finishes

Stainless Steel Copper BrassBronzeAluminium

Make your part from…

& more, 
including custom 
alloys

Plate it… … or anodise it

… and form it

all under one roof



what kind of products we can support on
Limitless!

Intricate

Sophisticated

Artistic

Valuable



where you can find us and where to next?
We are always open to exciting ideas

Tecan-Limited

Tecan Ltd

Follow us as we reveal more of what is possible through design-led 
engineering

Tecan_Ltd

Tecan Chemical Etching

Dr Matthew Murray, Area Sales Manager
T +44 (0) 1305 765432
M +44 (0) 7968 363130
E matthew.murray@tecan.co.uk

mailto:matthew.murray@tecan.co.uk


thank you for your 
attention


